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RULES: 
 
The A.R.I. Association, Primiero Section, on the occasion of the first anniversary of the death of our 
dearest friend and member Pino Fracanzani, presents the "Memorial IK3ITF ex IN3FXG Pino 
Fracanzani". 
 
The On-Air Memorial will begin at 00:00 on June 6, 2022 and end at 23:59 on June 30, 2022. 
 

Memorial's activating station is: IQ3TF 
 
A "Certificate of Participation" will be issued to all OM, YL, SWL stations who apply for it, and will 
be sent to applicants in PDF format via e-mail. 
 
At each completed QSO / HRD the activating station will pass, in addition to the report, the Special 
ASC (SASC) "N06FXG" assigned exclusively to this Memorial. 
 
During the period of the Memorial activation, members of the A.R.I. Primiero Section will operate 
from the Section Headquarters with the call sign IQ3TF. These QSOs will be valid for obtaining the 
certificate. 
 
Also, from June 6 to June 30, two D.A.I. New-One references will be activated from the call sign 
IQ3TF (propagation, QRM permitting): 
 
- TT0088 - Bell Tower of Sant'Andrea Church - Siror - Primiero S. Martino di C.zza (TN) Saturday, 
June 18 and possibly during the following 4 days until the 150 QSOs required for validation are 
reached.
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- TT0089 - Former Church of San Giacomo - Siror - Primiero S. Martino di C.zza (TN) Saturday, 
June 25 and possibly during the following 4 days until the 150 QSOs required for validation are 
reached. 
 
During D.A.I. activations, the Special ASC N06FXG will be passed, in addition to the reference 
code, so QSOs made during these activations will be valid for obtaining the certificate even if these 
activations are not validated due to failure to achieve the required number of QSOs. 
 
The IQ3TF station may be connected/heard on different days and even several times in the same 
day but in different bands - FONIA mode (maximum three daily QSO/HRDs). 
All HF bands allocated in Italy to the Amateur Radio Service are valid and the following are not 
valid : QSO/HRD made via radio link, satellite, EchoLink and similar. 
 
To obtain the certificate, at least 5 points must be achieved. 
Each QSO / HRD made during activations is worth 2 points. 
Each QSO / HRD made outside the activations and within the affected period is worth 1 point. 
 
Four rankings will also be compiled and posted on our website www.ariprimiero.altervista.org, 
based on the Logs received: Italian Stations ,A.R.I. Primiero Members , Foreign Stations, SWL.  
 
The Certificate issued to the top 3 in each category will be marked 1st, 2nd or 3rd place. 
 
In order to be included in the rankings and obtain the Certificate, a request must be sent by e-mail 
to: memorial.fxg@gmail.com. This email must contain as an attachment the LOG file of the QSO's  
with the IQ3TF station made during the entire activation period of the Memorial. 
 
 The file name of the Log in ADIF format should have the following format.: 

call_MEMORIAL_FXG2022 
 The Log of connections/hearings should contain: date and time (UTC), frequency/band, 

operating mode, report and total score. 
 The subject line of the email should be: CALL - Log MEMORIAL FXG  
 The body of the email should contain the First and Last Name of the requesting Station. 
 There are no progressive number exchanges. 
 
The deadline for sending the certificate request email is July 20, 2022. 
 
After July 20, rankings will be compiled and published and certificates will be sent out. 
 
Info:  www.ariprimiero.altervista.org  
 www.qrz.com/db/IQ3TF. 
 
 
 
     A.R.I. - Primiero Section. 


